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EXAM ANXIETY

Tips to Study Effectively

Study tips:
✦

Review the topics that are
challenging first and then
study familiar topics.

✦

Use in course tests,
quizzes or assignment
questions to help you
revise.

✦

Use past papers to revise.

✦

Reach out to peers who
may be stronger than you
on a topic.

✦

Ask for help: reach out for
support lecturers or tutors,
join a study group, use
your course outline as a
guide.
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Preparing for exams can be a stressful process. Just the
word evokes fear or panic. As you prepare for your final
exams you may experience test anxiety. Test or exam
anxiety is a type of performance anxiety which is the fear
of failure that aﬀects your ability to manage an exam
eﬀectively. Anyone can feel a bit anxious before an exam
but when extremely anxious you can experience the
following: headaches, nausea, diarrhoea, shortness of
breath. Also, feelings of anger, helplessness, thinking
negative thoughts and comparing yourself to others. A
little anxiety is good, to keep you motivated but too
much can be a problem.
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Tips to help you manage exam anxiety.
1.Prepare well before an exam: cramming for a test
will only increase your anxiety, plan out how you’re
studying to give yourself the best amount of time to
learn the material. Pay attention to exam outline from
lecturers and use your course outline as a guide.

Exam Room Tips
Tips while in the exam room.
• Arrive early and make sure you

have tools e.g. stationary,
calculator, etc.
• Speak positively to self, using

short phrases for e.g. “Be calm,
I got this”, “ I can do this”.
• Read instructions twice before

writing and underline the main
points.
• Plan your essays on scrap

before writing plan out:
Introduction - Thesis statement,
main points, conclusion etc.

2. Speak positively to self: be careful what you are
telling yourself during your study time. Consider if your
thoughts are rational and what positive messages you can
replace negative messages you may say to yourself.

3. Use relaxation strategies: breathing, stretching,
movement, weeks or days leading up to an exam help to
keep your body less stressed. Tension is stored in the
body and keep you in a state of anxiety or nervousness.

4. Stay Healthy: try to eat healthy, exercise, take
vitamins, drink lots of water to keep your body
energised. Avoid caﬀeine, try to eat a good meal to give
you energy to sustain attention while in your exam. A
healthy body keeps stress at a minimum.
For support, you can email or
call a counsellor.

• Break down time based on

sections and try not to repeat
the same points, as repetition
take up time.

Email:
counsellingdept@svgcc.vc

• Set aside 5mins to reread your

test paper especially sections
that carry the most marks to
minimise errors.

ayana.hypolite@svgcc.vc or
andrea.gaymes@svgcc.vc

• Take deep breaths and stretch

during exams to avoid feeling
frustrated or flustered.
• You can only produce what you

prepare for, keep in mind
setbacks can occur.
• Quote: “Courage is doing

what you’re afraid to do.
There can be no courage
unless you’re scared” - Eddie
Rickenbacker
SVGCC Counselling Department

Call: 4574503 ext.375/368.

We have offices on each division. Reach out we are here!
Counsellors: Ms. Ayana Hypolite, M.Ed., Mrs. Andrea Gaymes
- Mohess, MSc.
Written by: Andrea Gaymes - Mohess, MSc.
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